LABS/Q Recipes
Recipe optimization in the R&D laboratory
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LABS/Q Recipes
Flexible product development out-of-the-box

LABS/Q includes a solution for recipe
development and recipe optimization.
The aim of recipe optimization is to reduce
manufacturing costs and optimize resource
consumption and thus increase the
sustainability of production processes.
LABS/Q supports the employees of the R&D
department in the planning, execution, and
evaluation of test series. The documentation
of the research projects begins with the
creation of the project by specifying the
starting materials and the synthesis
regulations. From this data, the test runs
are generated automatically or semiautomatically, which lead to the associated
measurement orders. Nevertheless, you
can intervene in the test runs at any time.
Through the release mechanisms, all
changes are also documented.

Recipe development/optimization
The LABS/Q Formulations module supports
structured recipe optimization with experimental
design and execution.
• Central documentation of version-maintained,
approved recipes
• Central planning and documentation of tests
and test series
• Documentation of all measurement results
for all test series of the recipes
• Integrated evaluations and reports
Based on the existing test runs, qualified
(initial) recipes can be created for new projects.
In addition, by recording the production, on a
prototype or production scale, as „test series“
a continuous improvement of the production
process can take place.
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Illustration of recipes in LABS/Q
Can be used for all industries

A formulation consists of feedstocks and a synthesis recipe. For the optimization of the formulation, the feedstocks
and the synthesis recipe are considered separately in order to increase flexibility in carrying out the tests. The tests are
carried out with a group of feedstocks using different syntheses.

In Labs/Q, the entire planning and execution of a recipe
development can be handled as a project. The recipe that is
to be optimized serves as the starting point.
• Feed materials/reactants
• Products/Residues
• Exchange materials/group of substances

For the execution of the tests,
• Process steps (e.g., mix, crushing, distilling)
• Measurements of the target values
(success monitoring)
• Measurement of other parameters (e.g., weighing)
needed.

After the test runs have been carried out and the
measured values recorded, the test series can be
completed, and the evaluations performed. If the
target values are reached, a version of the entire
formulation is released from the optimum test
run after adjustments to the formulation and the
synthesis specification, or further test runs may
be initiated.

Illustration of a recipe optimization

Create a
project

• Create recipe
(Input materials)

Create a
test plan

• Create a synthesis 		
specification

Plan a series
of experience

• Creating test plans

Create a
test plan

• Set the number
of attempts

Generate
inspection order

• Test runs
• Test orders are generated

• Set target values
• Define further
measured variables
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Preparation for project implementation
Easy entry into recipe optimization
Raspberry Pi
Java GTI Server

RS-232 USB Adapter

Convenient master datamaintenance
The master data for the input materials
of the recipe are managed in the material
master of LABS/Q. Already existing
materials can easily be taken over. The
master data for the process steps and the
required measurements are managed in
the methods, characteristics, and units.
Test plans are not required since the test
orders are generated directly from the
module.

Material search in
LABS/Q recipes
The extensive search function
is a great relief for the research.
In addition to the possibility of
searching for metadata, it is also
possible to filter for materials that
have already been used. Recipes
and tests can thus be easily found
and further processed.

Measuring instrument connection
Since the measuring instruments are connected to the system via the methods,
it is very easy to use automated measuring sequences. Laboratory automation
makes sense when the number of samples and orders increases with a constant
team size. The focus should be on the processes to be handled with large
amounts of data, or where a strong routine operation in the processes can be
easily automated.
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In 3 steps to the optimal recipe
Everything at a glance

1. Creating a Project (Recipe) in LABS/Q

3. Graphical evaluation of the test series

In the first step, a project is created,
and input materials and products are
stored. For chemical synthesis, reaction
equations with structural formulas can
also be entered. Projects are given a
unique identifier and can be assigned to
higher-level projects. In addition to the
master data for the project, files of any
type can also be added and saved in the
document management system.

The results from the experiments & test runs can
be presented in report form. These reports are freely
configurable and can include tables and graphs in
addition to continuous text information. In addition,
LABS/Q® provides the presentation of results in the
form of interactive statistics and charts. Here, the
product developer can obtain important information
on the effect of recipe components and quantities
on the product properties.
The test runs with the best prognosis can be set up
as a follow-up experiment, and then the described
process can be carried out again. Thus, recipe
optimization and product improvement can be
achieved.

2. Test planning and execution

Test plans

The essential parameters are clearly
listed in the test planning. After the
test plan has been released, the test
orders are generated automatically,
and the target variables defined in
the tests are measured. The results
are automatically transferred to the
released test plan. Based on this table,
an initial assessment of the test runs
is possible.
Inspection order
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Our strengths, your advantages
iCD System GmbH offers you help and support in every phase of
your project. You benefit from 40 years of experience in Laboratory
informatics and will receive a standard solution for all laboratories
with state-of-the-art architecture and optimal connection to your
IT landscape.
Contact us, we are happy to support you!

iCD System GmbH
Josef-Lammerting-Allee 20 - 22
D - 50933 Cologne
Phone +49 221 670265-0
info@icd-system.com
www.icd-system.com
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